
MARBLE TABLE



MODEL DESCRIPTION

WHITE 
HONED 
MARBLE

Table, pedestal base, 6-star, satin polished aluminium, chromed pedestalA827

ARNE JACOBSEN 1902-1971
The cooperation between Arne Jacobsen and Fritz Hansen dates back to 
1934. But it was in 1952 the break-through came with the Ant™. It was 
succeeded by the Series 7™ in 1955. This propelled his and Fritz Hansen’s 
names into furniture history. 

Arne Jacobsen was very productive both as an architect and as a designer. 
At the end of the 50s Arne Jacobsen designed the SAS Royal Hotel in 
Copenhagen, and for that project the Egg™, the Swan™, the Swan Sofa™ 
and Series 3300™. Arne Jacobsen was and is an admired and outstanding 
designer. While the significance of Arne Jacobsen’s buildings was less 
appreciated, his furniture and other design work have become national and 
international heritage.

DIMENSIONS 
Height: 28.3”
Diameter: 55.1”

MATERIALS
Table top: White honed marble 
Base: 6-star foot in satin polished aluminium 
and chromed steel pedestal
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MARBLE TABLE
The classic Arne Jacobsen table has been revitalized with a new white 
marble table top. The marble changes the expression of the table 
completely and gives it a modern, exclusive and warm look. The new 
marble table will add a touch of elegance to any setting. Moreover, it fits 
many different environments as a great example of a furniture design that 
can influence a whole room with its mere presence and beauty. 

The marble used by Fritz Hansen for these unique table tops is sourced from 
the mountains in southern Italy. What is unique about the marble is that as 
the excavation goes deeper into the quarry, the stone changes. A stone that 
is quarried today will be completely different from one that was selected last 
year. Every single marble table top is unique. Some table tops contain many 
different fossils, which give them a dramatic look, while others are calmer in 
appearance. Marble is a natural material that simply looks the way it does 
and cannot be changed. This is what makes each table top unique.

The circular shaped marble table, with a pedestal base designed by Arne 
Jacobsen, is a long-lasting table in the highest quality. The table has the size 
and durability to support a family life, an office life or a restaurant life for many 
years. It can be placed at the heart of any home, office or restaurant, as a 
gathering point where family members, colleagues or guests meet at all times.


